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The Path to No-Fault: Florida Automobile
Insurance to 1971
by Karl Miller

W

thin a short period at the start of the twentieth century,
the automobile emerged in Florida, rapidly displacing
other modes of transportation and dramatically transforming the state. The arrival of automobility, however, brought
widespread bodily injury and property damage to Floridians. In
order to help mitigate the economic cost of these accidents, automobile insurance arose. The interaction of the Florida government and the automobile insurance industry over several decades
culminated in the passage of the Florida Automobile Reparations
Reform Act of 1971, a landmark legislative act that comprehensively formalized Florida's handling of the automobile insurance
industry. This article attempts to answer why it took so long for
government and insurance to act in concert to address the considerable negative aspects of automobility in Florida.
Historians have examined the overall topic of automobility for
several decades. Among the first was James Flink's America Adopts
theAutomobil,e 1895-1910, which covered only the initial years of the
automobile's arrival in the United States. Writing in 1970, Flink
attributed the dominance of the internal combustion automobile to its superior technology and mass production which overwhelmed its competition. Later scholars emphasized certain other
angles in the rise of the automobile. Peter J. Ling's America and
the Automobil,e viewed the automobile in light of capitalism, with
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the new vehicle being used as a part of social class interaction that
helped to cause the rise of suburbs and the transformation of cities.
Down the Asphalt Path by Clay McShane stressed the role of the automobility in light of urbanization, outlining how the change in city
roads-most notably to accommodate the bicycle-helped allow
the rapid acceptance of the automobile. Cotten Seiler's Republic
of Drivers: A Cultural History of Aulomobility in America, emphasized
the rise of automobility as a reaction to the loss of individuality that
came with industrialization, while Mark Foster's A Nation on W'heels
gave an overall view of the automobile's impact on American society and changes in the automobile industry itself.' In these studies
of autornobility, there is little scholarly examination of insurance,
and almost none on the narrower topic of insuring automobility in
Florida. This article focuses on that particular facet of automobility history, and examines why it took so long for government and
insurance to fashion a comprehensive solution to an issue that was
incredibly costly both in human and economic terms.
In the latter years of the nineteenth century, the growth of the
tourism industry and the expansion of railroads made Florida the
fast growing member of the old Confederacy, and one of the fastest growing states in the nation as a whole. From 1870 to 1880,
Florida's population rose from 187,748 to 269,493, an increase of
43.5 percent compared to a nationwide increase of 30.1 percent;
from 1880 to 1890, it grew even faster, from 269,493 to 391,433, a
rise of 45.2 percent while the national average was 25.5 percent.
Most of the population remained in the northern part of the state,
with Jacksonville, Pensacola, Tallahassee, Tampa and Key West the
principal cities of 1880. The state's population was largely rural,
with 82 percent living outside cities in 1890, and only twelve towns
with a population over 2,500. 2
Transportation in pre-automobile Florida improved greatly
during the later years of the 1800s. Over tl1e course of the 1880s,
railroad mileage nearly quadrupled. Regular steamship service

2
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connected many key points in the state. Roads, however, were a
different story-while they did connect towns in northern Florida,
they were crude and mostly unpaved. Travelers who used them
relied on horses and horse-drawn carriages. 3
In the early years of the twentieth century, though, Florida
began feeling the impact of the automobile. In 1900, Florida registered just ten cars. By 1905, the number had risen to 100 and by
1910 it grew to 680. 4 As mass-produced cars flowed into the state,
horse-related businesses wilted. The number of carriage repair
facilities shrank from 39 firms employing 230 people in 1909, to
just 13 firms with 57 employees in 1919. Automobile repair shops,
however, which had been non-existent prior to 1900, grew to
employ 380 Floridians in 79 companies in 1919. 5 In 1910, the ratio
of cars to people was 1:125.2 for the United States. Florida, still
relatively more rural and sparsely populated, ranked 46'\ with a
1:669.4 auto to person ratio. 6
As automobiles became more common, the demand for better roads on which to drive them grew. In Florida, road-building
received significant state expenditures, with over $37,000,000 spent
on road construction between 1925 and 1928. By 1929, there were
3,331 miles of road under state maintenance. 7
The combination of fast, powerful automobiles being driven
on many miles of roadway quickly showed the downside of the
transportation revolution. In 1910, there were 1.8 deaths from
automobile accidents per 100,000 people in the United States,
excluding automobile-railroad and automobile-streetcar collisions. By 1915, the rate began to skyrocket, going from 6.4 deaths
per 100,000 people in 1914, to 12.1 deaths per 100,000 people in
1920.8 While some viewed the death toll as an unavoidable part of
progress and "elevated drivers killed in accidents to the status of
sacrifices on the altar of technology," there was a more practical
reaction as the dangers of automobility drew the attention of the

3
4
5

6
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James Wood Davidson, The Florida of To-Day (New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1889), 80.
Flink America Adopts the Automobi/,e, 7.
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Office, 1920), 891, 883.
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business whose focus was profiting from the organized sharing of
risks-the insurance industry. 9
Prior to the arrival of the automobile in Florida, the usage of
insurance to protect against property damage and liability was minimal. In 1880, for example, Florida insurers earned only $74,635
in fire and marine insurance premiums for all Floridians, a mere
$0.28 per capita. 10 Nineteen companies, the largest of which were
Hartford Fire, Liverpool and London Globe, and Phenix, insured
$6,061,668 in property. Insurance to cover personal liability was
largely non-existent in Florida at that point. 11
In Florida, insurance on automobiles became widespread by
1910. While the state's population increased 279 percent from
1880 to 1910, the usage of property and liability insurance skyrocketed, going up 1275 percent in the same time. 12 The rise of
automobile insurance was a significant factor in the increase. Display advertisements for car insurance regularly appeared, such as
the one in the JacksonviUe Times-Union for the insurance firm of
Groover and Guerrini, offering policies to those in "need of any
fire, marine or automobile insurance." 13
In reaction to experience and developing legal requirements,
automobile insurance coverage evolved from what was initially
just a slightly modified horse-drawn carriage policy. Not only was
coverage written for physical damage to the vehicle itself, but an
expanded form arose to handle liabilities arising out of the usage
of the automobile. This started as "an agreement to indemnify
the Assured for loss in money paid by the Assured in satisfaction
of a judgment." 14 This single covenant soon expanded to also
cover defending an insured for lawsuits, not just stepping in after a
judgment had been rendered against the automobile owner. This
change allowed the insurer to exert a degree of control over the
risks involved, rather than passively accepting potentially bad outcomes caused by poor handling of litigation.

Kurt Moser, "The Dark Side of Automobilism, 1900-1930" Journal of Transport
History, 24, no. 2 (September 2003): 246.
IO Report of the Insurance Department, State of Florida (Tallahassee: Florida Department oflnsurance, 1951), v.
11 Report on Insurance Business in the United States at the I I"' Census, Part I (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1894), 538.
12 Report of the Insurance Depai·tment, State of Florida ( 1951 ) , v.
13 JacksonviUe Times-Union, ovember I , 1910.
14 Eugene F. Hord, History and Organization of Automobile Insurance (New York:
The Insurance Society of New York, 1919), 26.
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The development of the automobile insurance policy helped
its rapid penetration into the expanding Florida market. The mass
influx of speculators in to Florida from the real estate boom of 192526 swelled both the overall population and the number of cars. By
1927, Florida shot up from having one of the lowest numbers of
automobiles in the country to having one for every 3.5 citizens,
the highest rate in the South, and a figure above the national average of one car per every six people. According to one writer, the
Florida boom "could never have happened on anything like the
same scale, in the absence of motor transportation." 15 Largely as a
consequence of the boom, the total of fire and marine premiums
written in Florida went from $10,359,657 in 1924, to $20,238,728
in 1926. 16
Improved roads, combined with the increased size of the average vehicle, continued the rise in traffic fatalities, injuries and
property damage. The number of traffic deaths in Florida per
100,000 people stood at 35.9 in 1929, one of the highest rates in
the nation. 17 Automobile insurance became an increasingly critical
item to protect individuals from the impact of accidents. In order
to write automobile insurance more effectively, though, a standardized policy needed to be written that could be marketed anywhere
in the United States. This was achieved in 1936 after conferences
took place between the American Bar Association and the insurance industry. The newly-standardized policy was quickly adopted
by at least 70 percent of the insurers operating in the United States,
which made underwriting much easier and allowed for even more
insurers to write in Florida. In 1940, $5,706,898 in automobile premiums alone were written in Florida, a massive increase from just
a few years earlier. 18 This level of activity led to increased government focus on the new industry.
The government regulation of insurance in Florida began
shortly after its admission to statehood in 1845. Except for the
Reconstruction era, Florida was ruled by Democratic leaders who
emphasized smaller government and less intervention in markets.
Nevertheless, the government did periodically exert control over
the insurance industry. In 1850, the Florida legislature provided
that the state comptroller would be responsible for affairs involving
15
16
17
18

Eppstein, The Automobile Industry, 20.
RepwtofthelnsuranceDepartment, State ofFlorida (1940), 5.
US. Department of Commerce, Mortality Statistics 1929 (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1932) 32.
Report of the fnsurance Department, State of Florida (1940), 5.
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insurance companies. An insurer registered with the comptroller
who examined its financial statements to determine the company's
soundness, then decided whether to permit the insurer to operate
in the state. 19 In 1872, these duties shifted to the state treasurer
who issued approved insurance companies a certificate to allow
them to write policies within the state. In 1887, the Florida legislature required insurers to register with the state and pay an annual
fee. This was done to strengthen state control cover the insurer
while also providing for additional revenue.
In 1909, several additional regulatory bills were signed into
Jaw by Governor Albert W. Gilchrist. The first of these defined
acceptable financial strength for an insurer incorporated within
the state, setting a minimum of $100,000 in assets. Foreign insurers, defined as any insurer incorporated outside the state, had to
show at least $250,000 in assets to write policies. The state had the
power to ban foreign companies and close down domestic insurers
that failed to comply. Each insurer also had to deposit a $20,000
bond with the state treasurer as security in case of inability to make
claim payments. 20
Many of Florida's early insurance regulations did not originate with the legislature or the governor. A 1927 questionnaire
answered by Florida's insurance commissioner indicated that the
Department of Insurance prompted "all changes since 1913'' to
Florida insurance law. 21 According to this testimony, new regulations came as a result of the experience of the Insurance Department. Problem areas it encountered, such as insufficient insurer
assets, the need to license agents, lack of insurer funds to pay claims,
and other issues, prompted the introduction of corrective bills that
passed with little controversy.
The insurance commissioner both proposed laws, and, of
course, enforced them. The department's staff handled investigations of complaints by gathering and evaluating evidence to determine the merit of grievances. It attempted to have the insurer
and consumer reach an agreement if the staff felt the complaint
had merit. If tl1is effort failed, improper behavior by an insurer
to a valid claim could result in punishments ranging from fines to
revocation of the insurer's license. These served to exercise state
19

20
21

Edwin Wilhite Patterson, The Insurance Commissioner in the United States (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1927), 332.
The Compil.ed General Laws ofFwrida 1927, 2972.
Patterson, The Insurance Commissioner in the United States, 405.
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authority over the day-to-day operations of insurance companies in
Florida and expanded the size of the state's insurance bureaucracy.
During much of the period that automobile insurance
emerged as a significant business in Florida,]. Edwin Larson served
as Treasurer, an elected position that included the role of insurance commissioner. First elected in 1940, Larson subsequently
won reelection to the post every four years thereafter with his final
win coming in 1964. As his tenure progressed, automobile insurance became a growing issue. In 1948, Larson was opposed in the
Democratic primary by R.T. Carlisle, a former deputy fire marshal,
who campaigned on the pledge that the insurance department be
"separated from all political connections." Larson relied on his
experience in overseeing "the greatest sum handled by any official
in Florida history," and his fair review of rates, including the reduction of workers compensation premiums by 30.8 percent. 22 Neither
candidate, however, specifically mentioned automobile insurance
in their campaigns. Larson won reelection by a substantial margin.
The judiciary was also involved in the regulation of the insurance industry in Florida. A number of cases decided by the appellate court system had a great impact on the automobile industry in
the state. In tending to follow a trend of restricting the insure1; the
courts showed a bias toward the consumer.
Peninsular Casualty Co. v. State, a 1914 Florida Supreme Court
decision, addressed the insurance industry challenge to the twopercent premium tax enacted by the legislature in 1907. Peninsular deemed the law unconstitutional, calling it "class legislation and
a discrimination" against the insurance industry, thereby depriving it of equal protection under the law, since tl)e state failed to
similarly tax other industries on their income. In a unanimous
decision, all five justices of the Florida Supreme Court upheld the
law, holding "the state has a wide discretionary power in imposing
license taxes." 23
The court directly addressed automobile insurance in the 1924
case of Elliott v. Belt A utomobil,e Association et al In this case, the
insured's wife was involved in an automobile accident in which
she injured another party. The injured party brought suit against
the d1iver and won a judgment of $3,500. Elliott, the insured, was
unable to pay the judgment, which remained outstanding against
him. The insurer refused to pay, arguing that since the judgment
22
23

Fort Lauderdale News, April 27, 1948.
Southnn R.eportcr, 67 (St. Paul, MN: West Publishing Company, 1915), 166.
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remained unpaid, the insured had actually suffered no monetary
Joss that was compensable under the policy. The policy language
did not commit the insurance company to intervene and provide
a defense on behalf of the insured-it merely indemnified the
insured for loss due to liability. Justice Jefferson B. Brown wrote
the decision for a divided Court and held that making the insurer
pay the judgment gave "... the greatest protection to the insured,
and deprives the insurance company of no legitimate protection."
Justice William H. Ellis dissented in the 4-2 decision, holding that
"loss" should have been narrowly defined by the Court to follow the
wording of the insurance policy. 24
The issue of unpaid damages addressed in Elliott was a growing
problem in Florida and across the United State as a whole. In 1929,
only 27.3 percent of vehicles registered in the United States carried liability insurance. 25 A study done at that time showed that 86
percent of damages were recovered when the at-fault party carried
insurance. However, when the at-fault party did not carry liability
insurance, the situation was almost exactly opposite-74 percent of
damages remained unpaid. 26 Clearly, for those claiming damages
against an uninsured party, the likelihood of recovery was slim.
In light of this, a movement advocating compulsory automobile insurance arose. Bills were introduced in the late 1920s and
early 1930s to deal with the issue of uninsured motorists. These
bills fell into two categories. The first, financial responsibility laws,
required drivers previously found careless through their driving
history to provide some evidence of financial responsibility, or to
carry liability insurance. The second category simply made it mandatory for an automobile owner to carry liability insurance. While
some states adopted financial responsibility laws, only Massachusetts, in 1927, actually adopted mandatory liability insurance on
automobiles.
With a ruling party that emphasized limited government, the
idea of compulsory insurance in Florida at first extended only to
automobile transportation companies dealing with the Railroad
Commission, the state body that oversaw their activities. A law
passed in 1931 allowed an automobile transportation company to
24
25
26

Ibid., V. 100, 798.
"Compensation for Automobile Accidents: A Symposium," Columbia Law
Review, XXXII (May 1932): 786.
CA. Kulp, Casua/.ty Insurance: An Analysis of Hazards, Policies, Insurers and Rates
(New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1956) , 201.
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file "in lieu of bond, an insurance policy" in order to do business.21
Likewise, some cities enacted insurance regulations of their own
on automobile transportation companies operating in their limits.
For example, Pensacola required taxicabs to carry insurance providing $1,000 in coverage for bodily injury per person, and $2,000
for all bodily injuries combined in a single accident. 28
The Florida Supreme Court continued to make decisions refining the authority of the state over automobile insurers, again siding
with the insured in Automobil,e Mutual Indemnity Company v. Shaw, a
1938 case. The litigation arose out of an automobile accident in
which the injured party offered to settle for $5,000. The insurance
company for the at-fault party, which had the right to defend or
settle a matter as it saw fit, declined to settle. The resulting trial
resulted in a significantly higher verdict against the insured, who
then sued for a lack of good faith by the insurer. The Court, in
deciding against Automobile Mutual, stated that the insurer was
held to the standard of a "reasonable man" in its judgment of how
to defend a case. In this particular matter, the Court deemed the
insurer negligent and compelled them to pay the higher award.2s
The tendency of the courts to rule against the insurance industry began to change, as four cases decided in the early 1940s split
between the insurer and the insured. The cases that held for the
insurance company, Webb v. American Fire and Casualty Co. (1941)
and New Amsterdam Casualty Company v. Hart (1943), were both
unanimous. Webb upheld the insurer's exclusion of liability payments to an insured's employees, while New Amsterdam backed the
insurer's definition of how to construe policy limits. 30 American
Fire and Casualty Company v. Vliet (1941) and Malone v. Costa (1942)
both found for the insured. Respectively, the once-again undivided court decided issues of insured cooperation and definition of
personal injury against the insurer. 31
While Florida courts waded into automobile insurance issues,
the state legislature remained largely reluctant to use its power.
In 1946, two laws did pass, however, that would have a significant
impact on the automobile insurance industry in particular. The first
required insurers to file with the Florida insurance commissioner
27
28
29
30
31

1934 Cumulative Supplement to the Compiled General Laws ofFlorida 1927 (Atlanta.
GA: The Harrison Company, 1934), 197.
Southern Second RejJorter, v. 9, 275.
Ibid., V, 184, 852.
Ibid., V, 5, 252; V. 16, 118.
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every "manual of classification, rule and rating, every rating plan
and every modification of the foregoing it planned to use." 32 This
gave the state the right to allow or disallow every automobile insurance rate charged in Florida. A second law passed that year gave
the state the right to approve the actual form, or wording, of the
insurance policy used in Florida. While policies with standard, consistent wording had been established, variations in language could
cause large differences in coverage. The insurance commissioner
had the authority to reject a policy for "ambiguous or misleading
clauses, titles, headings or provisions" and for "illegible printing of
material provisions." 33
Aside from legislation on rates and wording, many state legislatures used the financial responsibility method to deal with damages from automobile accidents. This approach allowed a driver
to operate a vehicle without proof of insurance-until the driver
had an accident that caused at least a certain specified amount of
damage. At that point, the motorist was required to file proof of
financial responsibility with the state, typically demonstrated by the
evidence of a liability policy in the driver's name. This system was
\~ewed as a way of dealing with automobile damages that required
little governmental involvement, and didn't unduly punish automobile operators with good driving records.
In 1947, the Florida legislature adopted a modified version
of tl1e financial responsibility law, and Governor Millard Caldwell
signed it into law the same year. The law made it compulsory that
anyone involved in an accident causing more than $50 in damage
file proof of financial responsibility with the Florida Insurance
Commissioner within thirty days of the accident date. Proof of
financial responsibility could take the form of liability insurance,
a surety bond, or a cash deposit. Failure to provide the required
proof meant suspension of the operator's driving privileges. If
proof was subsequently shown, then the commission restored the
driver's license. If a driver was found not at fault for an accident,
the requirement for filing proof of financial responsibility was
waived.
The new law also set the minimum amounts of automobile liability insurance necessary to satisfy the burden of financial responsibility. Drivers were required to carry $5,000 in coverage for bodily
injury to any one person in an accident, $10,000 for bodily injuries
32
33

Florida Law and Practice 13 (Atlanta, GA: The Harrison Company, 1961), 3.
Ibid., 79.
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in total for all other parties in an accident, and $1,000 for all property damage in an accident. The law established these levels to
ensure that drivers carried amounts of coverage that would likely
satisfy their obligations. 34
·
In 1949, the legislature toughened the law somewhat by eliminating the original provision allowing a driver's license to be reinstated upon submitting proof after the initial thirty day period.
The law was also strengthened by a provision that the at-fault d1iver
could comply with the law by either filing proof of financial responsibility and obtaining releases from the other drivers involved in
the accident, or filing proof financial responsibility and making the
security deposit required by the Insurance Commissioner. During calendar year 1950, the Florida Department oflnsurance investigated 50,000 automobile accidents, resulting in 8,485 driver's
licenses being suspended. 35 The number of investigations illustrated the growth in the state insurance bureaucracy necessitated by
the rise of automobility.
A major problem with the financial responsibility law
stemmed from the issue of finding fault in an accident. To show a
lack of fault, the law provided that a court could find that a driver
did not cause or contribute to an accident taking place. A driver
could also try to deal directly with the Department of Insurance
and convince the Insurance Commissioner's office that there was
no fault in an accident. Within a few years of the law taking effect,
drivers taking the latter course to avoid fault-and thus the necessity of complying with the financial responsibility law-was dampening the effectiveness of the system.
By 1955, the legislature increased the minimum insurance
requirement of the financial responsibility laws. It raised the liability insurance limit to $10,000 per bodily iajury to any one person
in an accident, $20,000 as the total for all bodily injuries claimed
in an accident, and $5,000 for all property damage claimed in an
accident. It based this increase upon experience showing the
prior limits were insufficient to cover damages typically incurred
in accidents.
Part of the reason for the need for higher limits was the continued increase in Florida's population, which of course led to more
34
35

The Florida Bar Continuing Legal Education, Florida Automobile Insurance Law
(Tallahassee: The Florida Bar, 1995) , 1-11.
Report of Insurance Department (Tallahassee: Florida Department of Insurance,
1951) , ix.
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accidents. After World War II, the state's population jumped from
1,897,414 in 1940 to 2,271,305 in 1950. This 46 percent increase
far outstripped the national average of fifteen percent dui;ng that
time. The heavy increase in population began to shift the demographic aspects of the state as well. Instead of the mostly rural
nature of Florida in the early part of the twentieth century, much of
the new population settled in urban and suburban areas. By 1950,
Miarni,Jacksonville, Tampa-St. Petersburg, Orlando and West Palm
Beach were the major cities in the state, illustrating the shift away
from north Florida. 31;
Accompanying this growth in population was a huge increase
in the state's automobiles. By the end of the 1940s, there were
694,400 automobiles registered in the state, approximately one
for every three Floridians.37 In response to this, road building
increased. By 1945, the Florida Road Department alone maintained eight thousand miles of paved road, which accounted for
60 percent of all road usage in the state. Counties and cities were
responsible for another 37,000 miles of road in addition to the
state total. 38 This expansion of easier automobility into tl1e state
transformed Florida to the point that "signs and symbols of automobile culture pervaded the state's thoroughfares." 39
With more automobiles-larger and faster than their predecessors of the early twentieth century-being driven on more paved
roads in more densely populated areas, the carnage from driving
increased. From a death rate ofl 1.9 per 100,000 in population in
1920, tl1e automobile was claiming 23.0 lives per 100,000 by the
end of the 1940s. Despite this toll, the cost of automobility did not
become a recognized health issue until "the 1950s, after the USA
had recorded its millionth road traffic injury death." 4° Concurrently, the economic cost of automobile accidents nationwide went
from an estimated $1.3 billion in 1930 to $3.1 billion in 1950. 41

36
37
38
39
40
41

Charlton Tebeau, A History of Florida (Coral Gables, FL: University of Miami,
Press, 1971), 416.
Alvin Biscoe, ed., Fwrida Statistical Abstract (Gainesville: University of Florida,
1967), 328.
Baynard Kendrick, Florida Trails to Tumpill.eS 1914-64 (Gainesville: University
Press of Florida, 1964), 160.
Gary R. Mormino Land of Sunshine, State of Dreams: A Social History of Modern
FliY1ida (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2008), 81.
Iris Borowy, "Road Traffic Injuries: Social Change and Development," Medical
History57,no. l Qanuary2013): 111.
C.A. Kulp, Casualtylnsurance,161.
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For the insurance industry in Florida, the result was predictable. The cost of insured losses went up substantially, causing an
increase in premiums in order to keep writing insurance in a viable manner. J. Edwin Larson, the insurance commissioner, was
charged with reviewing and approving premium increases. While
granting some, he declined ones he felt were unreasonable, such
as his rejection of a proposed 11.8 percent increase by the National
Bureau of Casualty Underwriters in 1960. 42
The social implications of insuring automobility in Florida at
this time can be shown by statistics. The per capita Florida income
in 1960 was $2,094, while a typical automobile insurance policy cost
$129. 43 An increase of 10-20 percent or more consequently created a strain on the average Floridian 's budget. Rather than pay
increased costs, some Floridians opted not to carry levels of insurance they might otherwise have had-or simply chose not to buy
insurance at all.
For segments of Florida society that did not enjoy full citizenship, the burdens of insuring automobility were particularly substantial. African Americans and Hispanics experienced redlining,
or the refusal by insurers to write policies based on the ethnicity of
prospective clients. The denial of access to liability insurance added
the burden of forcing victims to "prove their financial security, pay
higher premiums and by denying them a driver's license if they
could not acquire insurance." 44 Writing in a 2007 official report,
Kevin McCarty, Florida's Commissioner of Insurance Regulation,
acknowledged the insurance industry had a "checkered past" in
terms of using race to negatively impact minorities. 45 When the
explicit use of race was banned as a criteria for underwriting, certain proxy facts such as occupation were utilized by some insurance
companies to achieve a similar effect, a practice that was stopped
by Florida only in 2004. 46
42
43

44

45

46

Palm Beach Post,July 9, 1960.
U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Per Capita Personal Income in Florida, retrieved
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Women also frequently experienced unequal treatment by
insurers, but in sometimes contradictory ways. The practice of
some insurance companies refusing to write automobile insurance
for divorced women took place not just in Florida but across the
United States. 47 Conversely, however, some women typically were
charged much less than their male counterparts for coverage. This
was based upon loss records showing women statistically had fewer
accidents than men. 48 When the Florida Department of Insurance
attempted to ban gender as a basis for underwriting, the courts
reversed their decision in 1984. 49 Gender is still allowed in Florida
today as a permissible underwriting consideration.
With the increased attention on insurance prices in the 1950s
and 1960s, the handling of rate requests subsequently became a
significant political issue that generated substantial pressure from
the public. As an example, Edwin Larson, the insurance commissioner, denied a 23 percent rate increase in the wake of "protests .
. . pouring into Tallahassee. "50 The 1960 election for state treasurer further reflected the public's growing attention to automobile
insurance rates. While the issue had not been significantly raised
in prior races, it was an important factor in that year's election.
Candidate Al Cahill, a former Duval County sheriff, called incumbent Larson a "stooge" of the insurance industry, and "promised to
reduce automobile insurance rates in his first year in office." Larson responded that "every reasonable person knows that in the final
analysis rates are determined by the drivers themselves," essentially
blaming rate increases on the level of accidents. 51 Despite attacks
from Cahill and two other opponents, Larson went on to victory
in the Democratic primary, then won his sixth term in November
1960.
The rate increases that were accepted by the government sometimes led to fewer people carrying higher levels of insurance. Consistent with studies decades earlier, those who were in an accident
in which the at-fault driver did not carry insurance had only about a
twenty percent change ofrecovering anything. On the other hand,
Barbara Winslow, "Women in Twentieth Century America," Clio in the Classroom: A Guide for Teaching U.S. Women '.I- History (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2009), 66.
48 Jill Gaulding, "Race, Sex and Genetic Discrimination in Insurance: What's
Fair," CornellLawR.euiew80, no. 6 (September 1995): 1661.
49 Department oflns. vs. Insurance Servs. Office, 434 Southern Second R.eporter908
(Fla. Dist. CL App. 1983), petition denied, 444 So. 2d416 (Fla. 1984).
50 Orlando Sentinel,July 9, 1960.
51 Fort Lauderdale News, April 24, 1960.
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an accident with an insured tortfeasor gave the aggrieved party a
better than 85 percent change of collecting money for damages. 52
In response to this fact, the insurance industry added another
type of insurance to its standard automobile policy-uninsured
motorist coverage. Now a standard automobile policy could step
into the place of an at-fault driver carrying no insurance, and pay
for damages the insured was "legally entitled to recover." 53 This
did not extend to property damage, but was only for bodily irtjury
caused by an uninsured driver, which included a hit-and-run or
unidentified driver. The new coverage also was not a mandatory
part of the policy. Rather, it was an optional coverage that was
obtained by paying an additional amount.
The problem of the uninsured motorist was particularly acute
in Florida due to the large number of visitors it received each year.
For example, in the second half of 1958, 2,194,354 automobiles
from other states traveled Florida roads, with 13,738 non-residents
involved in automobile accidents in the state. While an estimated
87 percent of automobile registered in the state carried insurance
by the end of the 1950s, this percentage did not always extend to
non-resident automobiles being used in Florida. 54
In 1961, the Florida legislature enacted a law using the new
type of automobile insurance coverage to help cut down on uninsured accidents. This law made it mandatory for all automobile
insurance policies in Florida to carry the uninsured motorist coverage endorsement. In theory, this meant all Florida automobile
insurance policyholders had coverage to pay for damages caused
by an uninsured driver. In reality, this coverage could be rejected
by policyholders by merely signing a form stating they did not wish
to carry uninsured motorist protection. A 1963 bill sponsored by
Senator Reubin Askew of Pensacola would have extended the 1961
law by making it mandatory for all Florida drivers to carry uninsured motorist coverage. While the proposed legislation passed
the Florida Senate 29-10, it failed to pass the Florida House, leaving
uninsured motorist an easily-bypassed coverage. 55
There were other attempts in the remaining years of the 1960s
to alter the regulation of automobile insurance in Florida. For
52
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example, in 1964, a major trade publication reported that "the
Florida State Legislature is studying a compulsory automobile
insurance bill for possible submission to next year's Legislature." 56
That change did not materialize. In fact, until 1971, Florida law on
automobile insurance financial responsibility remained "remarkably unchanged." 57
One change concerning automobile insurance law that did
take place in the late 1960s was the liberalization of the procedure
for state approval of insurance rates. Instead of the former process
in which insurers submitted their proposed rates to the state for
approval in advance, insurers were able to now use the more liberal "California" system of using a rate without prior state approval.
The insurance commissioner would still have the authority, however, to compel a company to cancel its rate change if the department
felt the alteration was unacceptable.
While automobile insurance activity in other branches of Florida government remained light, the judicial system found itself
continually facing the issue after World War II. An explosion of
automobile insurance litigation worked its way to the appellate
courts of the state. The myriad cases that they decided sometimes
dealt with obscure points, though a number of decisions represented the overall work the judiciary did to refine governmental
control of the automobile insurance industry.
One ruling, Continental Casualty Company v. Weekes, a 1954 Florida Supreme Court case, involved the death of Ralph Parnell while
operating an automobile leased to him by Acme U-Drive-It Service,
Inc. A language conflict became the crux of the issue, since both
Mr. Parnell's personal automobile insurance policy and the insurance provision in the rental contract each provided that the other
insurance would be primarily responsible for damages. Continental, the carrier for the rental company, stated in its contract that it
did not apply "to any liability ... as is covered on a primary, contributory, excess or any other basis by insurance in another insurance company." Aetna, Mr. Parnell's personal insurer, contained
a clause for temporary substitute vehicles which states that Aetna
would cover the excess over "any other valid and collectible insurance." The Court, in a unanimous decision, ruled that the lower
court erred in holding Continental's coverage primary. It found
that Continental's insurance was "valid and collectible" only when
56
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involved on an excess basis. Since no other insurance applied,
Aetna was compelled to step in on a primary basis. This case exemplified judicial activity in defining state power over insurers. 58
Other appellate courts were also involved in the regulation of
the automobile insurance industry in Florida. The First District
Court of Appeal of Florida, in 1960, decided the case of General
Accident Fire and Life Assurance Corporation v. Kenny Harris. This
action centered on an insurer that lost a trial while defending its
insured in an automobile accident case. The policy stated that the
insurer would pay only when the judgment became final. Since
General Accident appealed the case, it declined to pay the funds
until the appeal was decided. The plaintiff obtained judgment garnishing the insurer's funds.
The First District Court of Appeal held that the lower court
committed no error in upholding the right of the plaintiff to
garnish the insurer's funds. However, it also held that "it would
amount to a grave miscarriage of justice to allow those judgments
to stand under the circumstances." While an insured could collect
on a case still under appeal, if the appeals court ultimately decided
for the insurer, the garnishment would be reversed. 59
Another Florida judicial body, the Third District Court of
Appeals, heard the case of john Howard v. American Service Mutual
Insurance Company in 1963. This matter involved compliance with
the automobile financial responsibly laws when the driver of the
vehicle at fault for the accident was not a member of the immediate family of the vehicle owner, Leonard Baj nick. Bajnick's policy
with American Service contained an exclusion for operation of the
vehicle by anyone other than a family member. The policy, however, also contained a clause holding that it "would comply with
the financial responsibly Jaw of any state or province which sha11
be applicable." The Third District Court of Appeals reversed the
lower court decision that had supported American Service's right
to decline coverage based on the non-family member exclusion.
The court acknowledged the conflict in the language but stated
"where the terms of an insurance policy are susceptible to two interpretations, that interpretation which sustains the claim for indemnity will be adopted." The insurer was compelled to cover the
claim, since its policy pledged compliance with Florida's financial
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responsibility laws. However, the insurer also had the right to seek
reimbursement for its third-party payrnent. 60
During this time, automobile insurance continued to grow as
a political issue in Florida. J. Edwin Larson, the incumbent insurance commissioner, died in 1965 and was replaced by Broward
Williams, who was appointed to complete Larson's term. Williams
sought election in his own right in 1966, and faced two opponents
in the Democratic primary. One of these opponents, Bob Harris,
attempting to tap into popular sentiment against rate increases,
accused Williams of doing "the bidding of the insurance barons,"
and cited a 9.8 percent increase in automobile rates that Williams
approved. 61 Despite these accusations, Williams went on to win easily both in the primary and the overall election.
While the 1966 treasurer campaign was taking place, the Florida
courts of appeal heard a number of cases that dealt with the ability
of the Florida Department of Insurance to approve rates for insurers. Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company v. Williams was an action
against treasurer Broward Williams, claiming that the Department
lacked the necessary expertise to approve rates. In siding with the
Department, the First District Court of Appeals held that "insurance
rate-making is a technical, complicated and involved procedure ...
not an exact science." It decided that rate-making authority rested
solely with the Department, and that Courts of Appeal would not
be an appropriate avenue for appealing the fairness or unfairness
of rates, since these courts were not a fit body to judge the complicated, subjective process of rate-making. 62
This was refined somewhat by Travelers Indemnity Company v.
Williams, decided by the First District Court of Appeals in 1966.
The Court held that the Department must be presumed correct in
its rate-making, and that a Department rate decision could be overturned "only upon a clear showing that it is erroneous as a matter
of law, or is not supported on the record by competent and substantial evidence, or is so arbitrary and capricious as to constitute
an abuse of discretion." Clearly, the Florida court system had no
wish to be inundated with rate-making decisions, or to assume the
role of effectively approving rates. Its decisions made it clear that,
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barring some egregious abuse of power, the rate approval process
remained with the Department of Insurance. 63
By the 1960s, the cost of automobile insurance premiums had
become a substantial economic burden for Floridians. According
to one report by an insurance trade group, by the mid-I 960s, Floridians drove an average of"five times the 1945 miles driven ... but
recorded 34 times the number of accidents and 26 times the number of injuries." By 1964, incurred losses by insurers, defined as the
amounts actually paid out on losses plus amounts held in reserve
to pay for future losses, rose to 72. 9 percent of collected premiums.
Floridians paid $137,647,317 in automobile insurance premiums
that year, an average of $23.81 for each of its 5,781,000 citizens,
but insurers incurred losses totaled $100,459,169. When adding
in agent commissions, general administration expenses and the
other costs of doing business, the automobile insurance industry
in Florida claimed to have lost $21,158,873. 64
Florida insurance rates rose to keep up with the increasing losses from automobile accidents. Companies continued to
request permission from the Florida Department of Insurance to
raise rates. In 1964, for example, Travelers asked for a 14.0 percent
increase, State Farm for 26.5 percent, and National Bureau for
Casualty Underwriters requested a 29.9 percent increase. Clearly,
these dramatic increases reflected a market in continued turmoil. 65
Another way in which the overall automobile insurance industry was problematic involved compensation to an injured party.
On average, an automobile liability payment took 15.8 months to
receive. In contract, the typical payment for damage to one's own
vehicle took only 1.5 months. A study by the United States Department of Transportation found that those who suffered $1,000 or
less in damages from an automobile accident received a recovery
equal to or greater than their damages 87.4 percent of the time.
Conversely, those who incurred damages of $10,000 or more
received compensation equal to or greater than their loss only 4.2
percent of the time. 66 Again, for the large number of Floridians
who directly experienced an automobile accident, this was a true
burden.
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Some critics blamed the legal profession for problems in the
system. Attorneys who represented individuals hurt in automobile accidents typically received payment on a contingency basis,
and thus had a financial interest in making the final settlement as
high as possible. Opponents claimed trial lawyers solicited cases,
then inflated them through referrals to unscrupulous doctors for
unnecessary treatment. A study by the Department of Transportation found that plaintiff lawyers made $794 million a year from traffic accidents by the end of the 1960s. 67 This cost was largely passed
on to consumers in the form of higher premiums.
Other critics blamed the insurance industry itself. They
claimed insurers unjustly delayed settlements or made unfair offers
to resolve cases, compelling injured claimants to litigate. Opponents also held that insurers made a higher profit than many other
industries, and that profit level helped exacerbate the system's
problems.
Regardless of where fault was attributed, a consensus grew that
the system needed a new solution. A dramatic demonstration of
that sentiment took place in the 1970 Democratic primary for state
treasurer. In a startling upset, incumbent Broward Williams lost to
former Dade County vice mayor Tom O 'Malley, 361 ,419 to 250,034.
Williams blamed the loss on his support of the liberal "California"
rating system, and claimed he was a "victim of the public's feelings,
which is an indication to the legislature that something needs to
be done." 1i8 O 'Malley went on to narrowly defeat Republican Tom
Slade in the fall 1970 general election.
The fallout of the automobile insurance premium issue was
not lost on other politicians. On October 9, 1970, Governor
Claude Kirk convened the Florida legislature in special session to
discuss the insurance rate crisis and to "undertake a careful review
of the existing laws and regulations" concerning automobile insurance.69 While an initial 90-day moratorium on any increase in automobile insurance rates was proposed, this was raised to 120 days.
After minimal debate, the legislature enacted this rate suspension,
but with the expression of some reservation. Senator Alan Trask,
while voting for the measure, went on record as terming the action
"rash" stating that prices on other consumer items had also risen
rapidly but were not addressed by the legislature since they were
67
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"not political issues." 7° Clearly, the idea of meeting a month before
the November 1970 elections was seen, at least by some, as a way of
scoring last-minute political points. In addition to freezing rates,
the legislature also agreed to authorize a study on how to best
change the system.
With the 120-day moratorium about to expire, on January 27,
1971, newly-elected Governor Reubin Askew called another special
session of the Florida legislature to tackle automobile insurance
reform. Governor Askew recommended the Department of Insurance return to a system of approving rates in advance as an interim
solution, and prepare for "genuine reform" when the legislature
met in regular session in April. While insurance company representatives had stressed that their financial condition should be
measured purely by losses against premium dollars, Askew emphasized that future work on the issue need to consider an insurer's
substantial investment income in calculating the profitability or
unprofitability of a company. 71
When the Florida legislature met in regular session in April
1971, the members were prepared to act. After hearing testimony
concerning 23 versions of proposed solutions, the House and Senate each passed separate automobile insurance reform bills containing significant differences. Both reflected a "no fault" reform
concept that would limit the ability to litigate after a car accident,
thus cutting insurance company exposures and enabling them to
"lower rates by reducing the costs of providing insurance." 72 The
House version made insurance coverage mandatory, while the
Senate version made it optional. The House bill covered property damage from an automobile accident as well as bodily injury;
the Senate omitted property damage. The House version allowed
liability in tort for pain and suffering only for damage above a specified amount; the Senate allowed litigation for non-economic damages from the first dollar up. 73
A Conference Committee made up of five Senators and five
Representatives agreed by a nine to one vote to a compromise bill.
(The sole dissenting vote was Senator John T. Ware, a Republican
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from St. Petersburg.) 74 The law that emerged changed Florida
automobile insurance in numerous substantive ways. Rather than
the selective application that marked the now-discarded financial
responsibility laws, all personal automobile registered in Florida
were required to carry insurance. Commercial, government, and
non-resident vehicles were exempted. An exception to this exemption, however, made all non-residents who maintained vehicles in
Florida for 90 of the 365 days before an accident subject to the law.
A driver who failed to comply with the law was subject to revocation
of his license and registration.
Further, those who failed to comply with the law became personally liable for payment of benefits, without regard to fault, for
passengers and certain others injured by his automobile. These
other parties included pedestrians, bicyclists and bystanders.
Injured parties could also sue con-compliant drivers for damages.
Those who complied with the law, without consideration of
fault, submitted their expenses from the accident directly to their
own insurance company. Uninsured passengers, pedestrians, bicyclists and bystanders injured by the insured's vehicle also submitted their bills, without examination of fault, directly to the owner's
insurance company. For example, assume Parties A, B, and C each
were subject to the law and each carried their own insurance. Party
A drove his own vehicle, Party B was a passenger in Party A's vehicle, and Party C was a pedestrian. If there was an accident in which
Party A's vehicle struck Party C, and all three Parties were injured,
each would submit their expenses to their own insurance company.
Similarly, if Party A drove his own vehicle, and Party B drove her
own vehicle, and they collided, each would submit their expenses
to their own insurer, regardless of fault.
The expenses covered by the new law were defined in separate categories. Personal injury protection covered payment of
"all reasonable expense incurred for necessary medical, surgical,
x-ray, dental and rehabilitative services" up to a limit of $5,000 per
person per accident. Income lost due to an inability to work from
iajuries suffered in an accident was compensated at 100 percent up
to $5,000 per person per accident. In the case of a fatality, funeral
benefits were payable with a $1,000 limit per person per accident.
Insurance companies had to pay benefits within thirty days of their
receipt of proof service. These benefits were paid without consideration of fault. Further, insurance comp~nies were not allowed to
74
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subrogate, or to attempt to recover these payments from an at-fault
party. Persons subject to the act were allowed to have deductibles
of$250, $500, or $1,000. They applied, however, only to the owner
and members of his household. 75
The new law failed to completely do away with the right of an
injured party to sue another for damages. Instead, a threshold had
to be met in order to sue or be sued in a traditional tort action.
This threshold was met if only if the injury consisted of death, permanent disfigurement, certain types of fractured bone, loss of a
body member, or "permanent injury within reasonable medical
probability, or permanent loss of a body function. " The threshold
would also be met by the accumulation of $1,000 in medical charges. Note that even when meeting the threshold for bringing suit,
benefits paid or payable by the insurer of the injured party would
not be collected from the at-fault party. Instead, an injured party
that met the threshold for bringing suit could collect only those
economic damages not covered by his own no-fault insurance, as
well as non-economic, pain and suffering damages.
The Florida Automobile Reparations Reform Act, the measure's formal title, also extended to property damage. While not
mandatory, a party subject to the act could elect to carry "basic
coverage" which paid only for damage to an owned vehicle caused
by another automobile at fault for an accident. The insured could
sue for property damage only if their damages exceeded $550. A
party subject to the act could continue to elect to purchase collision coverage to insure against damage to their own vehicle, or to
carry no insurance at all for damage to his own vehicle.
A major part of the compromise law dealt with rates, and
required automobile insurers to roll back pricing in keeping with
the anticipated reduction in insurance costs from adopting no-fault
laws. Within 60 days of the act taking effect, insurers were required
to reduce their rates by "not less than fifteen percent, calculated as
a percentage of the combined required financial responsibility rate
of each insurer in effect on June 7, 1971." 76
When the bill emerged from committee, it passed the Senate
by a narrow 25-22 vote, and the House by a much wider 86-20 margin. Representative Kenneth MacKay, a key proponent of the act,
stated it had "a potential of saving drivers $42 million dollars." 77
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Representative Henton Elmore, in explaining his vote, declared
"above all, the people want a change. What we have now is not
working to the satisfaction of the people of the state." 78 Governor
Askew signed the measure, making it effective January 1, 1972.
While the new law passed the legislative and executive branches
ofFlorida government, it still faced challenges when its opponents
went to the Florida judiciary to block the new measure. Two cases
made their way through the appellate courts to reach the Florida
Supreme Court. The first case, Kluger v. White, was decided by the
Supreme Court on July 11, 1973. Kluger dealt with the property
damage provision of the Florida no-fault law. The appellants, who
had an automobile accident in Dade County, were dissatisfied with
the amount paid to them by the insurance company under the new
law. Their action was used as a test of the new law's constitutionality.
By a 4-3 vote, the justices overturned the property damage portion of the Florida Automobile Reparations Reform Act. Writing
for the majority,Justice James Adkins held that the legislature had
overstepped its bounds and violated both the United States and
Florida constitutional right of due process that allowed each person to bring suit against any other person in court. It also violated
the Equal Protection clause since, as an elective coverage, it put
those who selected it and those who did not into different classes.
Writing for the dissenters, Justice Joseph Boyd disagreed with
the logic of the majority decision. He acknowledged that the property damage provisions of the newly-enacted law restricted the right
to sue. However, he cited workers compensation laws as an example of a restriction on the unlimited right to sue that courts previously found acceptable. Boyd argued that the no fault law involved
a similar type of restriction, and should have been approved by the
Court because of "the greater good of society and social justice. "79
With the property damage part of the Act swept away by a 4-3
majority, the Florida Supreme Court examined the constitutionality of the rest of the law in Lasky v. State Farm Insurance Company.
In a decision rendered on April 17, 197 4, a majority of the Court
upheld the act. Justice Hal P. Dekle explained the Court's rationale in a lengthy opinion that dismissed the notion that the Act
violated clauses of the constitution. With respect to due process,
Dekle stated that the law did apply unifo1mly and that it helped
citizens obtain quicker recoveries while keeping the right to sue
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in tort once a threshold was exceeded. This differed from Kluger,
which the Court held involved an arbitrarily-set limit on property
damage lawsuits. Since the medical provision of the law was not
elective, as the property damage portion of the Act had been, it
failed to violate the Equal Protection clause, since it treated all Floridians the same. "The act before us," Dekle wrote, "is reasonably
related to a permissible legislative objective, and comports with
the requirements" of the Constitution. Thus, by a 5-2 decision,
Florida's 1971 enactment of no-fault insurance passed its last legal
challenge.80
The long road to Florida finally making a comprehensive
approach to insuring automobility is a case study in society adapting to the effects of a new technology. In this instance, the new
transportation system brought with it widespread property damage
and bodily injury, but the change happened so quickly that both
the state and the insurance industry did not respond adequately
to it, leaving many Floridians to handle the consequences. Political reluctance to interfere in the insurance industry resulted in a
series of half-measures until public pressure to fix an expensive,
unfair system forced the government to act. Had the insurance
industry and the state government worked together sooner, the toll
on Floridians may have been greatly reduced.
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